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With Ebnat you are one step ahead.

Ebnat stands for quality, innovation and customer  

orientation. Our products can be optimally  

integrated into your range to suit your particular  

requirements. We support you on-site with our  

professional consulting service and the information 

given on products and packaging ensures clarity  

at the POS.
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With Ebnat you are representing  
your customers’ wishes.

Our high quality products set new trends  

in the household sector. We are constantly  

ensuring that they are in line with customer  

requirments, as well as being easy and  

practical to use.

What Ebnat makes 
is Swiss quality.

Our company stands for the Swiss tradition 

for precision. We have been researching,  

developing and manufacturing in our specialist 

areas for decades: household cleaning, dental  

care and personal hygiene products. Our  

experiences are continually being converted  

into the most up-to-date products and  

innovations.
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the hand brush and washing-up brush have an 

effective scraper edge to deal with stubborn dirt

practically tested round-effect washing-up  

brush for efficient cleaning of edges

environmentally-friendly thanks to its

 special material-saving design

Ebnat products – quite simply stylish, light and easy.

The perfectly designed Snake range cleans easily and  

effectively. However, it is not only the new design that makes

this range stand out, but also its many improved functions.

Thanks to its special construction, this product range is

 extremely light, but despite this is very sturdy, making  

cleaning both easy and effective. Also, the Snake range  

is very environmentally-friendly, as we have dispensed  

with any unnecessary plastic.
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easy to store thanks to our practical,  

tried and tested «Click system»

all the products in this range have  

practical hooks to hang them up

the new handle fits neatly in your hand and 

despite being very lightweight is very stable


